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Abstract
The iS3D particlization module simulates the emission of hadrons from
heavy-ion collisions via Monte-Carlo sampling of the Cooper-Frye formula
which converts fluid dynamical information into local phase-space distri-
butions for hadrons. The code package includes multiple choices for the
non-equilibrium correction to these distribution functions: the 14-moment
approximation, first-order Chapman-Enskog expansion, and two types of
modified equilibrium distributions. This makes it possible to explore to
what extent heavy-ion experimental data are sensitive to different choices
for δfn, presently the main source of theoretical uncertainty in the par-
ticlization stage. We validate our particle sampler with a high degree of
precision by generating several million hadron emission events from a lon-
gitudinally boost-invariant hypersurface and comparing the event-averaged
particle spectra and space-time distributions to the Cooper-Frye formula.
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PROGRAM SUMMARY
Manuscript Title: Particlization in fluid dynamical simulations of heavy-ion colli-
sions: The iS3D module
Authors: Mike McNelis, Derek Everett, Ulrich Heinz
Program Title: iS3D
Journal Reference:
Catalogue Identifier:
Licensing provisions: GPLv3
Programming Language: C++, CUDA C
Computer: Laptop, desktop, cluster (an Nvidia graphics processing unit is optional)
Operating System: GNU/Linux distributions
Global memory usage: 1 GB (to sample 1000 events from a 2+1d hypersurface)
Keywords: Non-equilibrium gases, quark-gluon plasma, Monte-Carlo simulation,
parallel computing
Classification: 12 Gases and Fluids, 17 Nuclear physics
External routines/libraries: GNU Scientific Library (GSL)
Nature of problem:
Sampling the emission of hadrons during the particlization stage of heavy-ion col-
lisions and accelerating the continuous Cooper-Frye formula.
Solution method:
Monte-Carlo simulation, parallel computing
Running time:
The typical running time to sample 1000 particlization events is about 94s on a
single-core Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 CPU. The time it takes to compute the continu-
ous momentum spectra on a pT × φp = 100 × 48 grid is about 56s per particle on
an Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 multi-core processor with OpenMP and 2.1s per particle
on an Nvidia Tesla V100-PCIE graphics card. These benchmark tests are done
taking the 14-moment approximation for the δfn correction and using a hypersur-
face from a longitudinally boost-invariant central Pb-Pb collision at LHC energies,
which contains approximately 1.9× 105 freezeout cells.
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1. Introduction
In the hadronization phase of a heavy-ion collision, the quark-gluon
plasma undergoes a phase transition into a hadron resonance gas. The con-
version of strongly coupled partonic degrees of freedom, modeled by fluid
dynamics, into weakly coupled hadronic degrees of freedom is possible under
the assumption that hydrodynamics and kinetic theory have an overlapping
region of validity on a hypersurface Σ. On Σ, one can compute the momen-
tum spectrum of each hadron species n using the Cooper-Frye formula [1]
Ep
dNn
d3p
=
1
(2pi~)3
∫
Σ
p · d3σ(x) fn(x, p) , (1)
where fn(x, p) is the phase-space distribution function for the given hadron
species. If the fluid is in local thermal and chemical equilibrium, fn reduces
to the Maxwell-Ju¨ttner distribution
feq,n(x, p) = gn
[
exp
(
p · u(x)
T (x)
− bnαB(x)
)
+ Θn
]−1
, (2)
where gn = 2sn+1 and bn are the spin degeneracy and baryon number of
species n, uµ(x) is the fluid velocity, T (x) is the temperature, αB(x) =
µB(x)/T (x) is the ratio of baryon chemical potential and temperature, and
Θn = (−1, 1) accounts for the quantum statistics of the particles (Bose-
Einstein or Fermi-Dirac).1 However, viscous and diffusive fluids are gener-
ally out of local equilibrium, and fn will therefore have a non-equilibrium
correction δfn:
fn(x, p) = feq,n(x, p) + δfn(x, p). (3)
Some knowledge about δfn comes from the net baryon current J
µ
B and the
energy-momentum tensor Tµν provided by the preceding viscous hydrody-
namic evolution. In kinetic theory, JµB and T
µν are the first and second
moments of the distribution function, respectively:
JµB(x) =
∑
n
bn
∫
p
pµfn(x, p), T
µν(x) =
∑
n
∫
p
pµpνfn(x, p), (4)
1Different isospin (electric charge) and strangeness states within a hadronic multiplet
(e.g. K+ and K0) are counted as separate hadron species; however, we here ignore chemical
potentials associated with these additional conserved charges.
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where
∫
p ≡
∫ d3p
(2pi~)3Ep
and the sum over n goes over all NR different hadron
resonance species.2 The largest contributions to these hydrodynamic mo-
ments come from particles with thermal momenta p ∼ T , i.e. they are not
sensitive to details of the highly suppressed large-momentum tails of the
distribution function. Still, using the decomposition (3), the constraints (4)
allow for an infinity of choices for the momentum dependence of δfn(x, p);
this renders the transition from fluid to particles intrinsically ambiguous.
In particular, the hydrodynamic output provides basically no useful infor-
mation about hadrons emitted with high (i.e. much larger than thermal)
momenta; to predict the final distributions of such hard particles requires
coupling the macroscopic hydrodynamic evolution of the soft medium to a
full microscopic kinetic theory for them (see, for example, [2, 3]).
We here focus only on those parts of the local momentum distribution
that contribute significantly to the hydrodynamic moments. To constrain
the form of fn beyond what is required by Eqs. (4) we will assume the simul-
taneous applicability of dissipative fluid dynamics and classical relativistic
kinetic theory on the conversion surface and therefore develop ansa¨tze for
δfn that are compatible with fn solving the Boltzmann equation
pµ∂µfn(x, p) = Cn(x, p) , (5)
with some reasonable but simple approximate form of the collision term
Cn(x, p).3 A common assumption is to linearize δfn in the shear stress
tensor piµν , bulk viscous pressure Π and baryon diffusion current V µB :
δfn(x, p) ≈ cpi,n(x, p) p〈µpν〉 piµν(x) + cΠ,n(x, p) Π(x)
+ cV,n(x, p) p〈µ〉V
µ
B (x) ,
(6)
where cpi,n, cΠ,n and cV,n are expansion coefficients.
4,5 Two common choices
for δfn, the 14-moment approximation [7] and the first-order Chapman-
Enskog expansion [8], are based on this assumption. Recently developed
2Different isospin (charge) states within a hadronic multiplet (e.g. pi+, pi0, pi−) are
counted as separate hadron species.
3Accounting in the particlization algorithm for the full complexity of allowed collision
processes among the different hadron species and for dynamical consistency of δfn with
a realistic collision term in the Boltzmann equation (5) is numerically quite challenging
[4–6].
4Note that the expansion coefficients have both spatial and momentum dependence
through feq,n(x, p), T (x), αB(x), and powers of u(x) · p.
5Angular brackets around one Lorentz index indicate projection of a vector onto its
locally spatial part, A〈µ〉 ≡ ∆µαAα, with ∆µα = gµα−uµuα projecting onto the spatial direc-
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techniques for computing δfn do not linearize the expansion around feq,n
but rather apply viscous corrections directly to the exponent of the Boltz-
mann factor in Eq. (2). The particlization model iS3D described in this
work also provides options to use two variants of such modified equilibrium
distributions: the Pratt-Torrieri-Bernhard (PTB) distribution [9, 10] and a
new variant of this idea which we call the PTM distribution [11]; both will
be briefly reviewed below.
Recently, much effort has gone into developing tools to extract medium
properties of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), including the transport coef-
ficients describing viscous and diffusive effects within the QGP fluid itself
and energy and momentum exchange processes between this fluid and hard
probes (light and heavy flavor jets) travelling through it, from a global com-
parison of dynamical models with a large set of available experimental data
using modern Bayesian statistical methods [12, 13]. It is important to un-
derstand that the final hadronic observables depend on the specific shear
and bulk viscosities η/S and ζ/S (where S is the entropy density) and the
baryon diffusion coefficient κB in two ways: (i) through the transport equa-
tions for the shear stress piµν , bulk viscous pressure Π and baryon diffusion
current V µB , which modify the ideal hydrodynamic evolution of the temper-
ature T (x), flow velocity uµ(x) and baryon chemical potential αB(x) of the
fluid which all enter in the exponent of the equilibrium part of the distribu-
tion (2), and (ii) directly through the values of piµν(x), Π(x) and V µB (x) on
the particlization surface which enter the dissipative corrections δfn. The
first effect (i) records the history of the transport coefficients η/S, ζ/S, and
κB integrated over the entire evolution of the fluid whereas the second effect
(ii) is (up to short-term memory effects limited by the microscopic relax-
ation time) only sensitive to the values of these coefficients directly on the
particlization surface. For a given set of initial conditions, hydrodynamic
evolution equations and transport coefficients6 the effect (i) is fixed but the
effect (ii) on the emitted particle spectra is still plagued by ambiguities re-
lated to the choice of parametrization of δfn in terms of pi
µν , Π and V µB .
iS3D is a numerical tool that allows one to explore the phenomenological
consequences of these ambiguities and how they propagate into theoretical
uncertainties of the medium parameters extracted from a Bayesian analysis
tions in the fluid’s local rest frame (LRF) defined by the flow velocity uµ. Angular brackets
around a pair of Lorentz indices denote the projection of a tensor onto its traceless and
locally spatial part, A〈µν〉 ≡ ∆µναβAαβ , with ∆µναβ = 12 (∆µα∆νβ+∆µβ∆να)− 13 ∆µν∆αβ .
6For example, the hydrodynamic code MUSIC [14] uses the Denicol-Niemi-Mo´lnar-
Rischke (DNMR) 2nd-order relaxation equations [15] to evolve piµν , Π and V µB .
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of experimental data.
iS3D is a C++ particlization code that was developed from the code
iSS written for the iEBE-VISHNU dynamical simulation code package
[16], by extending it to 3-dimensionally expanding systems without lon-
gitudinal boost-invariance and adding additional options for the form of
the distribution functions fn(x, p).
7 It allows for computing and sampling
the Cooper-Frye formula using one of four choices for δfn: the 14-moment
approximation, the first-order Chapman-Enskog expansion, and the PTB
and PTM modified equilibrium distributions. The most relevant compo-
nent of the code is the particle sampler which, for a given hydrodynamic
output on a particlization hypersurface, generates as many hadronic events
(with full position and momentum information for all hadrons created in the
event) as desired by the user.8 The particle sampler is validated by conduct-
ing high-precision tests comparing the event-averaged sampled momentum
spectra and space-time distributions with the numerically evaluated con-
tinuous Cooper-Frye formula. The sampler output is compatible with and
can be directly used as input for hadronic rescattering and kinetic freeze-
out algorithms such as UrQMD [18] and the recently developed hadronic
afterburner code SMASH [19].
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we review the four types of
δfn corrections that the code can evaluate. In Sec. 3 we describe the setup
for producing the test hypersurfaces used to validate the particle sampler
against the Cooper-Frye formula. In Sec. 4 we discuss the implementation
of the continuous Cooper-Frye formula, as well as its acceleration either on a
multi-core processor with OpenMP or on a graphics processing unit (GPU)
with CUDA. In Sec. 5 we discuss the sampling of hadrons from the Cooper-
Frye formula for each of the four δfn methods. Finally, we rigorously test
the performance of the particle sampler in Sec. 6.
2. Viscous corrections to the hadronic phase-space distribution
In this section, we summarize the four options for δfn that are avail-
able in the code package. A more detailed derivation of these different δfn
corrections can be found in Ref. [11].
7The iS3D code package is publicly available for download from the GitHub repository
https://github.com/derekeverett/iS3D.
8Some routines in the particle sampler algorithm were inspired by earlier work reported
in [10, 17].
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2.1. Linearized viscous corrections
The 14-moment approximation and Chapman-Enskog expansion are the
two most popular methods for linearizing the distribution function around
feq,n. Their expansion coefficients are adjusted to exactly reproduce J
µ
B
and Tµν . However, both methods suffer from the problem that, even for
moderately large values of shear stress, bulk viscous pressure and baryon
diffusion current, where according to modern understanding [20–22] dissi-
pative hydrodynamics still works well, feq,n + δfn can become negative at
higher momentum, formally invalidating the truncation of the expansion at
linear order and the interpretation of fn(x, p) as a probability from which
particle positions and momenta can be sampled. This is not necessarily a
big problem as long as one evaluates the Cooper-Frye formula by numerical
integration to obtain a continuous function for the momentum spectra (de-
scribing their ensemble average over a large set of real events with a finite
number of particles in each event), because one can simply integrate blindly
over the regions where the phase-space density becomes negative, hoping
that they do not carry much weight (and rejecting the result only when
they do). However, when instead using the Cooper-Frye integrand to create
real collision events, with a finite number of real particles emitted from the
particlization surface, the regions of negative fn(x, p) must be cut out, for
example by multiplying the integrand in Eq. (1) by hand with a step func-
tion enforcing |δfn| ≤ feq,n. This modification of the Cooper-Frye formula
slightly violates energy-momentum and charge conservation in the parti-
clization process, and the right hand sides of Eqs. (4) no longer reproduce
the hydrodynamic net-baryon current and energy-momentum tensor on the
l.h.s. exactly. These violations are usually small but should be monitored
by the user.
2.1.1. 14-moment approximation
The 14-moment approximation is an expansion of the dissipative correc-
tion δfn in momentum moments of the distribution function, truncated at
the hydrodynamic level, i.e. at terms involving pµ and pµpν . For a multi-
component relativistic gas with baryon chemical potential, the 14-moment
approximation for δfn takes the form [15, 23–25]
δfn = feq,nf¯eq,n (bncµp
µ + cµνp
µpν) , (7)
where f¯eq,n ≡ 1 − g−1n Θnfeq,n. To simplify the calculation we assume that
the irreducible components of the coefficients cµ and cµν are species inde-
pendent. An irreducible contraction of the tensors in Eq. (7) leads to [25]
9
δfn =feq,nf¯eq,n
(
cT m
2
n + bn
(
cB(u · p) + c〈µ〉V p〈µ〉
)
+ cE(u · p)2
+ c
〈µ〉
Q (u · p)p〈µ〉 + c〈µν〉pi p〈µpν〉
)
.
(8)
One then fixes the coefficients such that δfn satisfies the Landau matching
conditions δE = δnB = 0 (i.e. it doesn’t contribute to the energy and
net baryon density) and reproduces the shear stress tensor, bulk viscous
pressure, and baryon diffusion current:
cT = ATΠ, cB = ABΠ, cE = AEΠ, (9a)
c
〈µ〉
V = AV V
µ
B , c
〈µ〉
Q = AQV
µ
B , c
〈µν〉
pi = Apipi
µν . (9b)
Here AT , AB, AE , AV , AW and Api are algebraic combinations of moments
of the local equilibrium distribution feq,n; their analytic expressions can be
found in Appendix A.
2.1.2. First-order Chapman-Enskog expansion
The Chapman-Enskog expansion is a gradient expansion around feq,n
whose coefficients are derived from the Boltzmann equation (5). Here, we
use the relaxation-time approximation (RTA [26]) for the collision term Cn
in which Eq. (5) reduces to
p · ∂fn = −u · p
τr
(fn−feq,n) = −u · p
τr
δfn . (10)
The relaxation time τr is assumed to be momentum and species independent.
Substituting the decomposition (3) on the l.h.s. and assuming that the
hydrodynamic gradients are small compared to the relaxation rate τ−1r , one
can neglect the derivatives of δfn on the l.h.s. and derive a first-order
gradient correction to the thermal distribution [27]:9
δfn = −p · ∂feq,n
p · u/τr . (11)
After expanding out the partial derivative one uses the conservation of net
baryon number, energy and momentum in the form
α˙B = Gθ, T˙ = Fθ, u˙µ = ∆µν∂ν lnT , (12)
9This equation nicely illustrates the competition between global expansion (causing
the gradients in the numerator) and local scattering (in the denominator) in establishing
the size of the deviation δfn from local equilibrium.
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where the dots denote the LRF time derivative, A˙ = uµ∂µA), together with
the first-order Navier-Stokes relations
Π = −ζθ, piµν = 2ησµν , V µB = κB∆µν∂ναB , (13)
where ζ and η are the bulk and shear viscosity and κB is the baryon diffusion
coefficient, to rewrite Eq. (11) as
δfn =feq,nf¯eq,n
[
Π
βΠ
(
bnG + (u · p)F
T 2
+
(−p ·∆ · p)
3(u · p)T
)
+
V µBp〈µ〉
βV
(
nB
E + Peq −
bn
(u · p)
)
+
piµνp
〈µpν〉
2βpi(u · p)T
]
;
(14)
here βpi = η/τr, βΠ = ζ/τr, and βV = κB/τr are the ratios of the viscosities
and baryon diffusion coefficient to their respective relaxation times. As for
the 14-moment coefficients, the Chapman-Enskog coefficients are assumed to
be species independent and are adjusted to reproduce the energy-momentum
tensor of the fluid. The functions G and F in (12) and the coefficients βpi,
βΠ, and βV in (14) are all given by thermal integrals over the sum of all equi-
librium contributions feq,n (see Appendix A.1) and listed in Appendix A.2.
2.2. Modified equilibrium distribution
Modified equilibrium distributions address the negative probability prob-
lem in the linearized approaches by assuming the same functional form as
feq,n but with rescaled effective temperature and particle momenta that de-
pend on the shear stress, bulk pressure and baryon diffusion current. In this
way, the distribution function remains positive-definite while also reproduc-
ing the energy-momentum tensor to a good degree of accuracy.
2.2.1. The Pratt-Torrieri-Bernhard (PTB) distribution
Bernhard’s distribution [10] is a variant of the modified equilibrium dis-
tribution initially proposed by Pratt and Torrieri [9]. This Pratt-Torrieri-
Bernhard (PTB) distribution is defined by
fPTBeq,n =
ZΠ
detA
gn
[
exp
(√
p′i p
′
i +m
2
n
T
)
+ Θn
]−1
, (15)
where ZΠ > 0 is a positive renormalization factor and Aij is the momen-
tum transformation matrix, both specified further below.10 The distribution
10The baryon chemical potential and diffusion current are set to zero in the PTB dis-
tribution [10].
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function (15) is isotropic in the momentum p′. The components of p′ are
related to the spatial components of the particle momentum pµ in the LRF,
pi = −Xi · p,11 by the linear transformation
pi = Aijp
′
j . (16)
The matrix Aij encodes momentum space deformations caused by the vis-
cous pressures:
Aij = (1 + λΠ)δij +
piij
2βpi
. (17)
Here piij ≡ Xi ·pi ·Xj are the spatial LRF components of the shear stress
tensor piµν . In the absence of shear stress, the parameters λΠ and ZΠ are
adjusted to reproduce the total pressure Peq+Π without changing the energy
density. For zero bulk viscous pressure, the shear term in the momentum
deformation matrix (17) is constructed such that for small values of piµν one
recovers the shear correction of the Chapman-Enskog expansion (14). These
adjustments are not further modified when both the shear and bulk viscous
pressures are non-zero [10].
After inverting the linear transformation (16) and inserting the result
into (15) the resulting modified equilibrium distribution is positive definite
as long as detA> 0. Since the factor ZΠ/ detA is the same for all hadron
species, the viscous pressures do not alter the particle abundance ratios from
their equilibrium values.12
2.2.2. The PTM distribution
The PTM distribution, which improves upon the original modified equi-
librium distribution of Pratt and Torrieri [9], is defined by the formula [11]
fPTMeq,n = Zn gn
[
exp
(√
p′i p
′
i +m
2
n
T + β−1Π ΠF
− bn
(
αB + β
−1
Π ΠG
))
+ Θn
]−1
. (18)
It differs from the PTB distribution (15) by different choices for the renor-
malization factor (which is now species dependent) and the momentum-
transformation. Furthermore, a non-zero bulk viscous pressure now modi-
fies the effective temperature and baryon chemical potential of the modified
11Here Xµi = (X
µ, Y µ, Zµ) are the spatial basis vectors pointing along the x, y and z
directions in the LRF, i.e. Xµ
LRF
= (0, 1, 0, 0), Y µ
LRF
= (0, 0, 1, 0), and Zµ
LRF
= (0, 0, 0, 1).
12In general, this renormalization factor does not conserve the net baryon number,
restricting the application of the PTB distribution to cases where either the net baryon
current JµB or bulk viscous pressure Π vanishes.
12
equilibrium distribution. For PTM the momentum transformation (16) is
pi = Aijp
′
j − qi
√
p′2 +m2n + bnTai (19)
where
Aij =
(
1 +
Π
3βΠ
)
δij +
piij
2βpi
, (20a)
qi =
VB,i nBT
βV (E + Peq) , (20b)
ai =
VB,i
βV
. (20c)
The shear stress term in the matrixAij is the same as in Eq. (17) but the bulk
viscous pressure Π now rescales the momenta differently [9]. Additionally,
the momenta are shifted along the direction of the LRF baryon diffusion
current VB,i = −Xi · VB. The renormalization factor Zn in Eq. (18) is now
adjusted to reproduce the linearized particle density given by the Chapman-
Enskog expansion; it is defined as Zn = n(1)n /n(raw)n where
n(1)n = neq,n(T, αB) +
Π
βΠ
(
neq,n(T, αB) +N (n)10 G +
J (n)20 F
T 2
)
(21a)
n(raw)n = detA× neq,n
(
T + β−1Π ΠF , αB + β−1Π ΠG
)
(21b)
are the linearized and the raw (i.e. un-renormalized) PTM particle densi-
ties, respectively, with neq,n(T, αB) being the equilibrium particle density.
The functions N (n)10 amd J (n)20 is listed in App. A. For nonzero bulk viscous
pressure the renormalization factor Zn becomes species dependent and thus
affects the particle abundance ratios. In the limit of small viscous pressures
and diffusion current the PTM distribution reduces to the Chapman-Enskog
expansion (14).
2.2.3. Breakdown of the modified equilibrium distributions
The modified equilibrium distributions defined in the preceding subsec-
tions have the advantage over the linearized forms described in Sec. 2.1 that
they are positive definite and can directly be used for sampling, without
further intervention. They are applicable for moderate viscous corrections
but for large dissipative flows it is possible to encounter either a negative
Jacobian determinant
det
(
∂pi
∂p′j
)
= detA
(
1− qiA
−1
ij p
′
j√
(p ′)2 +m2n
)
(22)
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(where qi = 0 in the PTB case) or a negative renormalization factor Zn (this
only happens in the PTM case). This is not supposed to happen as long as
the viscous hydrodynamic code operates within its range of applicability, but
in practice it can nevertheless occur in limited regions of the particlization
surface, for a number of technical reasons. When it happens, the modified
equilibrium distribution fails to reproduce the energy-momentum tensor and
net baryon current accurately, and we switch back to a linearized version of
the modified distribution.13 For the PTM distribution, this linearized δfn
correction coincides with the first-order Chapman-Enskog expansion (14).
The linearized version of the PTB distribution is
δfn ≈ feq,n
[
δZΠ − 3δλΠ + f¯eq,n
(
δλΠ(−p ·∆ · p)
(u · p)T +
piµνp
〈µpν〉
2βpi(u · p)T
)]
, (23)
where 1 + δZΠ and δλΠ are the renormalization and isotropic momen-
tum scale factors evaluated in the limit of small bulk viscous pressure (see
Ref. [11] for more details).14 The coefficients (δZΠ, δλΠ) are given in Ap-
pendix A.3.
3. Setup
The goal of this work is to describe and validate the iS3D particle
sampler, by testing the event-averaged sampled particle spectra and space-
time distributions against the continuous results obtained directly from the
Cooper-Frye integrals, computed for all four δfn corrections described in the
preceding section. In this section, we describe the collision systems used to
generate the particlization hypersurfaces used in our tests.
3.1. Central Pb-Pb collision
We use the code GPU-VH [28] to evolve a longitudinally boost-invariant
central Pb-Pb collision with (2+1)-dimensional viscous hydrodynamics.15
13This is not to say that in such regions the linearized form for δfn represents a physically
acceptable approximation; it is only a technical fix to limit the deviations of the energy-
momentum tensor and net-baryon current on the particlization hypersurface.
14In the Bayesian analysis presented in [10], Bernhard always samples hadrons using
the PTB distribution and never switches to the linearized δfn correction (23) – not even
when the former distribution breaks down.
15For the purpose of testing and validating the iS3D sampler the assumption of a boost-
invariant hydrodynamic medium is not critical. The sampler code itself does not make
use of this symmetry.
14
The GPU-VH code uses a fixed (Eulerian) computational grid in Milne co-
ordinates xµ = (τ,x⊥, ηs) where x⊥ = (x, y) are Cartesian coordinates in
the plane transverse to the beam direction z, τ =
√
t2−z2 is the longitu-
dinal proper time, and ηs =
1
2 ln[(t+z)/(t−z)] is the space-time rapidity
along the beam direction. For longitudinally boost-invariant systems the
distribution function fn(x, p) = fn(τ,x⊥,p⊥, ηs−yp) can depend only on
the difference between the space-time rapidity ηs and momentum rapidity
yp =
1
2 ln[(E+pz)/(E−pz)], and macroscopic fields (e.g. the temperature
T (x)) must be independent of ηs.
Due to the assumed longitudinal boost-invariance we are only interested
in midrapidity observables at yp = ηs = 0. We use smooth optical Glauber
initial conditions [29] with a central temperature of T0 = 600 MeV. We start
the hydrodynamic simulation at a longitudinal proper time τ0 = 0.25 fm/c,
with the spatial components of the fluid velocity ui, shear stress tensor piµν
and bulk pressure Π initialized to zero. We set the specific shear viscosity
to η/S = 0.2. The specific bulk viscosity is parameterized as (ζ/S)(T ) =
(ζ/S)norm f(T/Tp), where
f(x) =
{ C1 + λ1 exp [x−1σ1 ]+ λ2 exp [x−1σ2 ] (x< 0.995),
A0 +A1x+A2x
2 (0.995≤x≤ 1.05),
C2 + λ3 exp
[
1−x
σ3
]
+ λ4 exp
[
1−x
σ4
]
(x> 1.05),
(24)
with parameters A0 = −13.45, A1 = 27.55, A2 = −13.77, C1 = 0.03,
C2 = 0.001, λ1 = 0.9, λ2 = 0.22, λ3 = 0.9, λ4 = 0.25, σ1 = 0.0025,
σ2 = 0.022, σ3 = 0.025 and σ4 = 0.13 [30]. We set the normalization
factor to (ζ/S)norm = 1 and the peak temperature to either Tp = 180 MeV
or 155 MeV, as specified in each case below.16
A particlization hypersurface of constant temperature Tsw = 150 MeV is
generated using the freezeout surface finder code CORNELIUS [32]. For a
central Pb-Pb collision with these parameters, the boost-invariant hyper-
surface contains about NΣ = 1.9× 105 freezeout cells, with a temporal and
spatial resolution of approximately ∆τ ≈ 0.05 fm/c and (∆x,∆y) ≈ 0.1 fm,
respectively.17 Fig. 1 shows the (τ, x) slice at y= ηs = 0 of the shear and
bulk Knudsen numbers as well as the particlization surface generated from
16Note that the (3+1)-d hydrodynamic code GPU-VH [28] does not evolve the net
baryon density and baryon diffusion current. In this work we therefore set αB = 0 = V
µ
B .
While the baryon sector is fully implemented in iS3D it has so far not been tested. We
plan to provide the corresponding tests in the near future using hydrodynamic output
from the recently developed (3+1)-d code BEShydro [31].
17These cells are located at space-time rapidity ηs = y
CM
p where y
CM
p is the center-of-
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Figure 1: (Color online) The (τ, x) slice at y= ηs = 0 of the shear Knudsen number
Knpi =
√
piµνpiµν/(2βpi) (top panels), bulk Knudsen number KnΠ = |Π|/(βΠ) (bottom pan-
els), and particlization hypersurface at temperature Tsw = 150 MeV (white contour) from
the hydrodynamic simulation of a (2+1)-d central Pb-Pb collision with smooth Glauber
initial conditions. Results for two choices for the temperature Tp at which the specific
bulk viscosity ζ/S peaks (Tp = 180 MeV (a) and Tp = 155 MeV (b)) are shown in the left
and right columns.
the simulation.
For central collision systems we are interested in the azimuthally aver-
momentum rapidity of the collision system (yCMp = 0 in this work). The Cooper-Frye
integral involves an integral over ηs; in this work the freeze-out information at space-time
rapidities ηs 6= yCMp is generated analytically from the freeze-out information at ηs = yCMp
using boost invariance. For hydrodynamic output from a genuinely (3+1)-d simulation
(i.e. starting from initial conditions without longitudinal boost-invariance) this analyti-
cally generated input must be replaced by hydrodynamic output at different space-time
rapidities ηs 6= yCMp , increasing the number of freeze-out cells accordingly.
16
aged transverse momentum spectra
dNn
2pipTdpTdyp
=
∫ 2pi
0
dφp
2pi
dNn
pTdpTdφpdyp
=
∫ 2pi
0
dφp
2pi
1
(2pi~)3
∫
Σ
p ·d3σ fn (25)
as well as the temporal and (azimuthally averaged) radial distributions
dNn
τdτdηs
=
∂2
τ∂τ∂ηs
∫
p
∫
Σ
p · d3σ fn, (26)
dNn
2pirdrdηs
=
∂2
2pir∂r∂ηs
∫
p
∫
Σ
p · d3σ fn , (27)
where r=
√
x2+y2. Due to the azimuthal symmetry of the optical Glauber
model initial condition (which represents an ensemble average over fluctu-
ating initial conditions with random orientations in the transverse plane)
there are no interesting azimuthally sensitive observables to be computed
from this particlization surface.18
3.2. Non-central Pb-Pb collision
As an example for a non-central collision fireball we evolve, for the same
Glauber model and viscosity parameters, a smooth hydrodynamic event
with nonzero impact parameter b= 5 fm. The resulting particlization surface
emits particles with anisotropic flow which is encoded in the differential flow
coefficients
v
(n)
k (pT ) =
∫ 2pi
0
dφp e
ikφp dNn
pT dpT dφpdyp∫ 2pi
0
dφp
dNn
pTdpTdφpdyp
=
∫ 2pi
0
dφp e
ikφp
∫
Σ
p · d3σ fn∫ 2pi
0
dφp
∫
Σ
p · d3σ fn
. (28)
In particular, we will be interested in computing the elliptic and quadran-
gular flow coefficients v2(pT ) and v4(pT ) for non-central collisions.
19
18Azimuthal fluctuations arising from finite-number statistical effects in the individually
sampled events are of physical interest but without value for code verification. They will
be part of a separate study of hydrodynamic model predictions using the iS3D sampler.
19Due to the x↔ −x reflection symmetry of the fireball in the optical Glauber limit all
odd flow coefficients vanish, and the factor eikφp under the integral in (28) can be replaced
by cos(kφp).
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4. Continuous Cooper-Frye distributions
The Cooper-Frye formulae (25-28) describe continuous distributions that
can be interpreted as the statistical ensemble average of the fluctuating
distributions for individual collision events obtained by interpreting the
Cooper-Frye integrand p · d3σ fn as a probability distribution. We will use
them to check the accuracy and performance of the iS3D sampler. In this
section we review the numerical computation of Eqs. (25-28) for longitudi-
nally boost-invariant (2+1)-d and general (3+1)-d hypersurfaces. To give
the user the option to speed up the calculation on either a multi-core CPU or
a GPU, we provide in the code package two versions of the same algorithm,
one in C++ with OpenMP and the other in CUDA.20
4.1. Integration routine
To compute the continuous transverse momentum spectra (25) and aniso-
tropic flow coefficients (28) we integrate the Cooper-Frye formula numeri-
cally:
dNn
pTdpTdφpdyp
=
NΣ∑
i
p · d3σi fn(xµi , pT , φp, yp) . (29)
Here d3σi are the discrete hypersurface elements at positions (τi, xi, yi, ηs,i).
The algorithm for computing the momentum spectra (29) is straightforward:
one simply loops over the freezeout cells i and adds their contribution to the
spectra of each particle species at different momentum points. After inte-
grating over the freezeout surface, we use Gaussian quadrature to compute
the observables (25) and (28).
An exact calculation of the space-time distributions (26) and (27) re-
quires knowledge about the partial derivatives of d3σ and fn. Since the
freezeout surface finder code does not provide this information, we use a
zeroth-order approximation by computing the particle yield from each freeze-
out cell
∆Nn,i =
∫
pT dpT dφp dyp p · d3σi fn(xµi , pT , φp, yp) , (30)
which is evaluated with Gaussian quadrature. We then construct the space-
time distributions by binning the weights (30) in a uniform space-time grid
with ∆τ = 0.1 fm/c, ∆r = 0.2 fm, and ∆ηs = 0.1.
20Note that only the Cooper-Frye integration for continuous spectra is parallelized but
not the iS3D particle sampler.
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For the longitudinally boost-invariant test hypersurfaces used in this
work the integration routine is slightly modified. The momentum spectra
are evaluated using the formula
dNn
pTdpTdφpdyp
=
NΣ∑
i
p·d2σi
Nηs∑
j
ωj fn
(
xµ⊥i, pT , φp, (yp − ηs)j
)
. (31)
Here the first sum over i contains only hydrodynamically generated freeze-
out cells in the transverse plane at space-time rapidity ηs = y
CM
p , i.e. (2+1)-
dimensional surface elements d2σi at positions x
µ
⊥i = (τi, xi, yi, ηs=y
CM
p ).
The second sum over j represents the integration over ηs, using a grid cen-
tered around the rapidity yCMp and integration weights ωj . The default
48-point grid (yCMp −ηs)j and integration weights ωj used in iS3D are
(yCMp −ηs)j = sinh−1
(
xj
1− x2j
)
(32a)
ωj = wj
1 + x2j∣∣1−x2j ∣∣√1− x2j + x4j (32b)
where xj and wj are the Gauss-Legendre roots and weights, respectively. If
fn(x, p) is a modified equilibrium distribution, we follow Ref. [11] and use an
adaptive grid that adjusts itself from one freezeout cell to another, defined
by
(yCMp −ηs)i,j =
detAi
(detAΠ,i)2/3
× (yCMp −ηs)j (33a)
ωi,j =
detAi
(detAΠ,i)2/3
× ωj . (33b)
Here detAΠ is the determinant of the momentum transformation matrix,
given in Eqs. (17) and (20a) for the PTB and PTM distributions, respec-
tively, but without the shear stress deformation. Table 1 summarizes the
formulas used for the remaining momentum grids (pT , φp).
The space-time distributions for a longitudinally boost-invariant (2+1)-
d hypersurface are ηs-independent. In this case, we evaluate the particle
yield per unit space-time rapidity of each freezeout cell
∆Nn,i
∆ηs
=
∫
pT dpT dφp dyp p · d2σi fn(xµ⊥i, pT , φp, yp−ηs) , (34)
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dN
2pipTdpTdyp
vk(pT )
dN
τdτdηs
dN
2pirdrdηs
pT,j (GeV) 0.03j − 0.015
(
1 + xj
1− xj
)1/2
φp,j pi(1 + xj) pi(1 + xj)
(yCMp −ηs)j sinh−1
(
xj
1− x2j
)
sinh−1
(
xj
1− x2j
)
Table 1: The momentum tables used in the continuous Cooper-Frye algorithm to compute
the momentum spectra and space-time distributions for a 2+1d hypersurface. We use a
100-point uniform pT grid for the momentum spectra. The remaining entries use a 48-
point non-uniform grid, where xj are the roots of the Legendre polynomial P48(x).
and bin the weights in the (τ, r)-grid.21
Although both of these integration routines are relatively simple, the
number of numerical evaluations required is staggering. Let us consider
the example of computing the spectra of all the particles that can propa-
gate in SMASH, which include about NR = 444 different hadron resonance
species. Even for a 2+1d hypersurface, the number of freezeout cells, mul-
tiplied by the number of particles and momentum points, gives a total of
N = Ndσ ×Nη ×NR×NpT ×Nφp = (1.9×105)×48×444×(48−100)×48 ∼
(9× 1012−2× 1013) numerical calculations for central collisions. As a result,
it becomes very time-consuming to compute the smooth Cooper-Frye for-
mula on a single-core central processing unit (CPU). The amount of time it
takes to compute the space-time distribution and momentum spectrum per
particle with a high degree of accuracy on a single-core Intel Xeon E5-2680
v4 CPU with the Intel compiler and −03 optimization is about 626 s and
1510 s, respectively. In the next two subsections we describe how to speed
up the algorithm with either OpenMP or CUDA.
4.2. OpenMP Acceleration
By default, the code is parallelized across multiple CPU threads using
OpenMP. For our situation, each thread is given an equal fraction of the
21For the rapidity integral, we use the same Gaussian quadrature (32) except the yp
grid is centered around the space-time rapidity ηs = y
CM
p .
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Figure 2: (Color online) The speedup of the continuous particle momentum spectra (red
dots) and space-time distribution (blue dots) routines on an Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 multi-
core processor with OpenMP. Ideally, the speedup scales with the number of CPU threads
(solid black).
freezeout surface to integrate. Afterwards, the threads are summed together
in a reduction step. Fig. 2 shows the speedup of the continuous Cooper-
Frye algorithm with OpenMP. One observes that the speedup scales quite
well with the number of threads. On an Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 multi-
core processor, which has 14 cores (28 threads in total), it now takes only
about 25 s and 56 s to compute the space-time distribution and momentum
spectrum per particle, respectively. Users wanting to execute the code in
OpenMP compile the files stored in the cpp folder of the code package
referred to in footnote 7.
4.3. GPU Acceleration
4.3.1. Running the code with CUDA
To accelerate the continuous Cooper-Frye formula on a GPU we paral-
lelize the freezeout cells [17]. Compared to a multi-core processor, however,
a GPU contains thousands of cores, so we can integrate more freezeout cells
simultaneously.
The user can use GPU acceleration by compiling the files in the cuda
folder of the code package in footnote 7. The CUDA integration routine is
21
Intel Xeon E5 Nvidia Tesla V100
Processor cores 14 5120
Clock speed (GHz) 2.40 - 3.30 1.25 - 1.38
Memory bandwidth (GB/s) 76.8 900
Table 2: The technical specifications of the Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 multi-core processor
and Nvidia Tesla V100-PCIE graphics card.
executed in two steps. First, we subdivide the freezeout surface into chunks,
where the number of freezeout cells per chunk Nsize is a tunable parameter.
We pass the surface chunks from the host to the device one at a time and
launch a kernel that assigns a freezeout cell to each thread. The threads
compute their contribution to the particle spectra or space-time distribution
in parallel. We use a reduction algorithm to sum the threads in each block
(we set the number of threads per block to 128); the blocks’ contribution
is then written to the device memory. Next, a separate reduction kernel
is launched to sum the blocks together. After launching all the freezeout
surface chunks on the GPU, the results are copied from the device to the
host and written to disk.
4.3.2. GPU speedup benchmarks
In this test we accelerate the evaluation of the continuous Cooper-Frye
formula using the state-of-the-art Nvidia Tesla V100-PCIE graphics card;
the technical specifications of the hardware is summarized in Table 2. Fig. 3
shows the speedup of the momentum and space-time integration routines
as a function of the surface chunk size. One observes a speedup that scales
with the surface chunk size because more freezeout cells are launched on
the GPU simultaneously. However, the speedup begins to plataeu when
the chunk size becomes so large that the threads cannot all be launched
simultaneously. The main limitation is the number of cores on the GPU.
The memory latency from writing the blocks’ Cooper-Frye contributions to
the device is also a limiting factor. Nevertheless, the amount of time it takes
to compute the continuous Cooper-Frye formula is significantly reduced by
a factor of about 500− 700.
22
5. Sampling particles from the Cooper-Frye Formula
The Cooper-Frye formula converts hydrodynamic output into hadron
momentum spectra, but this conversion must be done before hydrodynam-
ics breaks down. The final kinetic stage, in which the hadrons and hadronic
resonances continue to rescatter (albeit at ever-decreasing rates) until they
ultimately decouple and decay or free-stream to the detector, must be han-
dled microscopically. This is usually done with the help of Monte Carlo
implementations of kinetic equations in which real hadrons propagate on
classical trajectories and rescatter stochastically.
To initiate such a hadronic rescattering cascade requires the conversion
of the hydrodynamic output on the switching surface into particles with
positions and momenta, by interpreting the Cooper-Frye integrand as a
probability density in phase-space and sampling it stochastically. Both the-
oretical arguments and model-to-data comparisons suggest that hydrody-
namics is the more precise dynamical description of the fireball for tempera-
tures above the pseudocritical temperature Tc ≈ 155 MeV [33–35], whereas
hadronic transport is a more reliable model below Tc where the quark-gluon
plasma liquid has fragmented into a gas of hadronic resonances [12, 36]. In
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Figure 3: (Color online) The speedup of the continuous particle momentum spectra (red
dot) and space-time distribution (blue dot) routines on an Nvidia Tesla V100-PCIE GPU
as a function of the surface chunk size. A perfect parallelization across the freezeout cells
gives a speedup proportional to the chunk size (solid color).
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this section we describe the sampling mode of iS3D which provides such a
particlization scheme.
One must keep in mind, however, that the integrand of Eq. (1) is not
always positive-definite, and this must be fixed before it can be used as a
probability density. There are two possible sources of negative contribu-
tions: first, the particlization surface typically contains regions with space-
like normal vectors such that for certain ranges of momenta p · d3σ < 0,
corresponding to particles being reabsorbed by the fireball. Second, when
using a linearized form for the viscous correction to the distribution function
fn, the latter can turn negative at high momentum. To sample the Cooper-
Frye integrand probabilistically it must be rendered positive-definite with
the following modification:
Ep
dNn
d3p
=
1
(2pi~)3
∫
Σ
p · d3σ fn Θ(p · d3σ) Θ(fn) . (35)
Here Θ is the Heaviside step function. As a consequence, the sampled par-
ticle spectra will deviate from the original Cooper Frye formula (1) (e.g.
energy-momentum and charge conservation are slightly violated). As will
be discussed below, the deviations from the original spectra are typically
small, except for very soft or hard momentum particles.
In the following sections, we discuss the methodology for sampling par-
ticles from Eq. (35), which is carried out in two steps: (i) For each freezeout
cell we sample the number of hadrons emitted and their type. (ii) For each
hadron produced, we then sample its momentum [9, 10, 16, 17].
5.1. Sampling the number of hadrons from each freezeout cell
Interpreting the number of particles given by the hydrodynamic output
as the mean of a Poisson distribution, one can sample the number of hadrons
N from
P (N) =
exp(−∆Nh)(∆Nh)N
N !
, (36)
where
∆Nh(x) =
∑
n
∆Nn =
∑
n
∫
p
p · d3σ fn Θ(p · d3σ) Θ(fn) (37)
is the mean number of hadrons emitted from the selected freezeout cell.
After sampling the total number of hadrons, we sample their species from
the discrete probability distribution
Dn =
∆Nn
∆Nh
. (38)
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The C++ 11 library contains Poisson and discrete distribution classes which
we use to sample Eqs. (36) and (38), respectively.
The prerequisite for sampling the numbers of hadrons is computing the
mean number of each hadron species. However, enforcing the outflow of
particles (p · d3σ > 0) in Eq. (37) presents a complication in evaluating the
momentum-space integral. If one ignores the effect of the function Θ(p·d3σ),
then ∆Nn in Eq. (37) reduces to (in the absence of diffusion current)
∆Nn(x) ≈ (u · d3σ)
∫
p
(u · p) fn Θ(fn) =
(
u(x) · d3σ(x)
)
nn(x) , (39)
which is simply the particle number density multiplied by the hypersurface
volume element in the local rest frame. For timelike and lightlike freezeout
cells the dot product p · d3σ is always positive and Eq. (37) reduces to
Eq. (39). For spacelike cells, there are momentum space regions with p·d3σ <
0 that are cut out by the function Θ(p · d3σ), increasing the particle yield.
If a considerable fraction of the emission occurs from spacelike domains on
the hypersurface one must include the outflow effect on the mean hadron
number.
Enforcing positivity of the distribution function adds another dimension
of complexity to the evaluation of Eq. (37). If fn contains linear viscous
corrections, then the function Θ(fn) effectively regulates δfn such that
δfn → δfn,reg = max (−feq,n, min (δfn, feq,n)) . (40)
Here, we place an additional bound such that |δfn,reg| ≤ feq,n even if δfn is
positive.22 The primary culprit for causing negative fn is the linearized bulk
viscous correction, causing it to be regulated to zero at high momentum.
An exact evaluation of the mean hadron number (37) would require
identifying the boundary along which the argument of one or the other
Θ function vanishes, which is hard. We circumvent this problem with a
stochastic trick [9, 10], by making use of the inequality∫
p
p · d3σΘ(p · d3σ) (feq,n + δfn,reg) ≤ 2|d3σ|
∫
p
(u · p)feq,n , (41)
where
|d3σ| =
√
(u · d3σ)2 − d3σ · d3σ, (42)
22Although the upper bound is not required, it facilitates the calculation of the maxi-
mum hadron number (43).
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to establish an upper limit for ∆Nn in (37):
∆Nn ≤ ∆Nn,max = 2 |d3σ|neq,n. (43)
We then sample additional particles by replacing in Eqs. (36)-(38) ∆Nn with
∆Nn,max [9, 10]. After sampling their type and momentum (as described in
the following subsection), we keep these additional particles with probability
wkeep(p) = wdσ × wδf = p · d
3σ Θ(p · d3σ)
(u · p)|d3σ| ×
1
2
(
1 +
δfn,reg
feq,n
)
, (44)
where wdσ and wδf are called the flux and viscous weights whose product
satisfies 0 ≤ wkeep ≤ 1. In this way the right fraction of particles is discarded
to recover, after sampling many events, the correct mean hadron number
∆Nh(x) =
∑
n
∫
p
p · d3σ (feq,n + δfn,reg) Θ(p · d3σ). (45)
If fn is one of the modified equilibrium distributions (15) or (18), no
regulation (40) of fn is needed, i.e. the viscous weight wδf is set to 1, and
the maximum hadron number is
∆Nn ≤ ∆Nn,max = |d3σ|nR,n (46)
where the renormalized particle density is given by nR,n = ZΠ neq,n for the
PTB distribution (15) and by nR,n = n
(1)
n for the PTM distribution (see
Eq. (21a)). After sampling many events this procedure recovers the correct
mean hadron number
∆Nh(x) =
∑
n
∫
p
p · d3σ fmodeq,n Θ(p · d3σ), (47)
where the superscript ‘mod’ stands generically for either PTB or PTM.
5.2. Sampling the particle momentum
After sampling a hadron and its type from a freezeout cell, we sample
its local-rest-frame momentum pLRF from the probability density function
Qn(p) d
3p, where Qn is either (suppressing the x
µ dependence)
Qn(p) =
2|d3σ| feq,n(p)
∆Nn,max
(48)
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for linearized δfn or
Qn(p) =
|d3σ| fmodeq,n (p′)
∆Nn,max
(49)
for the modified equilibrium distributions. We sample the momentum from
Eqs. (48),(49) using the acceptance-rejection (AR) method. Conceptually,
the method involves drawing a momentum sample from a proposal distribu-
tion Rn(s),
Qn(p) d
3p = C ×Rn(s) d3s× wn(p) , (50)
where C is a normalization constant and p = M(s) is some coordinate trans-
formation, and accepting the sampled momentum with probability wn(p). If
the sample is rejected, the procedure is repeated until a sampled momentum
assignment is accepted. Once the assigned momentum for this particle has
been accepted, the weight wkeep(p) in (44) (which enforces that the momen-
tum points outward and the viscous correction remains within the regulated
range) can be calculated and used to decide whether to keep the particle or
discard it.
The proposal distribution Rn(s) must be chosen judiciously such that
the associated weight satisfies the condition 0 ≤ wn(p) ≤ 1. To increase the
acceptance rate the weight should also be as close to unity as possible.23 In
the following subsections, we describe the choice of Rn(s) and the associated
weight for sampling the momenta of pions and other (heavier) hadrons from
either Eq. (48) or (49).
5.2.1. Pions with linear viscous corrections
For pions with linear viscous corrections, it is efficient to sample the
momentum from a massless Boltzmann distribution [37]
Rn(s) d
3s = exp (−p/T ) p2 dp d cos θ dφ , (51)
where we use the spherical coordinates s = (p, cos θ, φ):
px = p sin θ cosφ, (52a)
py = p sin θ sinφ, (52b)
pz = p cos θ . (52c)
23In our sampling routine the average acceptance rate for the momentum sampling
loop is about 60% for the modified equilibrium distributions and about half of that for
the linearized δfn corrections because for the latter about twice as many particles than
ultimately desired must be sampled to account for the factor 1
2
in the viscous weight wδf
in Eq. (44).
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The distribution (51) can be easily sampled using Scott Pratt’s trick, which
employs an additional coordinate transformation
p = −T ln(r1 r2 r3) (53a)
cos θ =
ln(r1/r2)
ln(r1 r2)
(53b)
φ = 2pi
(
ln(r1 r2)
ln(r1 r2 r3)
)2
, (53c)
where the random variables (r1, r2, r3) ∈ (0, 1]. The massless Boltzmann
distribution (51) can then be rewritten as (ignoring constant factors)
Rn(s) d
3s = dr1dr2dr3 . (54)
As a result, one can simply sample (r1, r2, r3) uniformly and apply the trans-
formations (53) and (52) for the momentum components p.
The weight factor for pions is
wn(p) =
exp (p/T )
exp (E/T )− 1 (55)
where E =
√
p2 +m2n. One finds that the thermal weight 0 ≤ wn(p) ≤ 1 for
all values of p when m/T > 0.8554. For the lightest pion mass, this corre-
sponds to T < Tmax = 157.8 MeV. This is acceptable because particlization
typically occurs several MeV below the pseudocritical temperature Tc = 155
MeV.24
5.2.2. Heavy hadrons with linear viscous corrections
For heavy hadrons, we sample the momentum from the Boltzmann dis-
tribution [17, 37]
Rn(s) d
3s = exp (bnαB−E/T ) p2 dp d cos θ dφ . (56)
We use an intermediate variable transformation k = E−mn, with k being
the kinetic energy, to rewrite Eq. (56) as (omitting constant factors)
Rn(s) d
3s =
p
E
Sn(k) d
3k, (57)
24For situations where the switching temperature Tsw ≥ Tmax, one can renormalize the
thermal weight by its maximum value, which we solve for numerically.
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where k ≡ (k, cos θ, φ) and
Sn(k) d
3k = exp (−k/T ) (k2 + 2kmn +m2n) dk d cos θ dφ . (58)
Thus, we can sample the kinetic energy and angles from the distribution
Sn(k) (moving the factor p/E over to the weight wn(p)) to compute the
energy E, radial momentum p =
√
E2−m2n, and momentum components pi
with Eq. (52). We write Eq. (58) as the sum of three distributions,
Sn(k) d
3k =
(
S1(k) + 2mnS2(k) +m
2
nS3(k)
)
d3k, (59)
with
S1(k) d
3k = exp (−k/T ) k2 dk d cos θ dφ, (60a)
S2(k) d
3k = exp (−k/T ) k dk d cos θ dφ, (60b)
S3(k) d
3k = exp (−k/T ) dk d cos θ dφ . (60c)
The first distribution (60a) is identical to the massless Boltzmann distribu-
tion (51) after replacing the variable p with k, so we can sample it with the
same technique. For the second distribution (60b), we use the coordinates
k = −T ln(r1 r2), φ = 2pi ln(r1)
ln(r1 r2)
, (61)
where (r1, r2) ∈ (0, 1]. One can check that S2(k) d3k ∼ dr1 dr2 d cos θ, which
means we can sample (r1, r2, cos θ) uniformly. For the third distribution
(60c), we substitute
k = −T ln(r1) , (62)
where r1 ∈ (0, 1] and sample (r1, cos θ, φ) uniformly since S3(k) d3k ∼ dr1
d cos θ dφ.
Each time we draw a momentum sample, instead of drawing it from the
total distribution (58) we draw it from one of these three simpler distribu-
tions, selected randomly with probabilities (I1, I2, I3)/Itot where
I1 =
∫ ∞
0
dk k2 exp (−k/T ) = 2T 3 (63a)
I2 = 2mn
∫ ∞
0
dk k exp (−k/T ) = 2mnT 2 (63b)
I3 = m
2
n
∫ ∞
0
dk exp (−k/T ) = m2nT (63c)
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and Itot = I1 + I2 + I3 [17, 37]. After many draws this ensures that, on
average, the momenta have been drawn from the desired distribution (58).
The weight for heavy hadrons is then chosen as
wn(p) =
p
E
exp (E/T − bnαB)
exp (E/T − bnαB) + Θn . (64)
For baryons (Θn = 1) this thermal weight satisfies 0 ≤ wn(p) ≤ 1 for all
values of p. For mesons (Θn =−1) the weight condition holds for m/T >
1.008.25 Since even the mass of the lightest of them, the kaon, is three
times larger than the typical switching temperature, the weight condition
0 ≤ wn(p) ≤ 1 is satisfied for all heavy hadrons.
5.2.3. Modified equilibrium distribution
To sample momenta from the PTB or PTM modified equilibrium dis-
tributions, we use the momentum transformation (16) or (19) to rewrite
Eq. (49) as (ignoring constant factors)
Qn(p) d
3p =
1− qiA−1ij p′j√
p′2 +m2n
 fmodeq,n (p′) d3p′ , (65)
where qi is given by (20b) (qi = 0 for the PTB distribution). One can then
sample the modified momentum components p′ from fmodeq,n (p′) and apply
the viscous transformation (16) or (19) for p [9, 10]. For pions, we sample
p′ from the modified massless Boltzmann distribution
Rn(s) d
3s = exp
(−p′/T ′) (p′)2 dp′ d cos θ′ dφ′ , (66)
where we use the modified spherical coordinates s = (p′, cos θ′, φ′):
p′x = p
′ sin θ′ cosφ′ , (67a)
p′y = p
′ sin θ′ sinφ′ , (67b)
p′z = p
′ cos θ′ . (67c)
It is straightforward to sample (p′, cos θ′, φ′) with Scott Pratt’s trick. The
modified weight for pions is
wn(p) = wq × exp(p
′/T ′)
exp(E′/T ′)− 1 (68)
25For pions and heavy mesons, the thermal weight wn(p) can exceed unity for situations
where the electric and net-strangeness chemical potentials are nonzero. For this reason,
we leave the generalization to sampling particles with nonzero (µQ, µS) to future work.
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where
wq =
1− qiA−1ij p′j/E′
1 +
√
A−1rs A−1rs q2
(69)
is the baryon diffusion weight and E′ =
√
p′2 +m2n.26 It is important to
note that the modified temperature T ′ in the PTM distribution increases
with negative bulk pressure, which could make the pion effectively too light
(i.e. lead to m/T ′ < 0.8554). If the bulk pressure is too large, the thermal
weight can be renormalized by its maximum value (as long as it is finite) to
ensure that it stays below unity.
For heavy hadrons, we sample p′ from the modified Boltzmann distri-
bution
Rn(s) d
3s = exp
(
bnα
′
B − E′/T ′
)
p′2dp′ d cos θ′ dφ′ , (70)
where (in the PTM distribution) α′B is the modified baryon chemical poten-
tial. After substituting k′ = E′−mn, we have
Rn(s) d
3s =
p′
E′
Sn(k
′) d3k′
=
p′
E′
exp(−k′/T ′) (k′2 + 2k′mn +m2n) dk′ d cos θ′ dφ′ . (71)
The procedure for sampling k′ = (k′, cos θ′, φ′) is analogous to sampling k
from Eq. (58). The modified weight for heavy hadrons is then
wn(p) = wq × p
′
E′
exp(E′/T ′ − bnα′B)
exp(E′/T ′ − bnα′B) + Θn
. (72)
5.3. Program flow chart
Figure 4 shows the program flow chart of the particle sampling routine
in iS3D. Here we summarize the steps of the sampling procedure:
1. Before calling the sampler routine, we estimate the total particle yield
per collision event (without including the effects of outflow or regulat-
ing δfn)
Nyield ≈
∑
n
∫
Σ
∫
p
(u · d3σ)(u · p) (feq,n + δfn) (73)
26Here we assume that the numerator of the diffusion weight (69) is positive since we
require a positive Jacobian determinant (22). Future work will address whether the PTM
distribution may break down for large baryon diffusion currents.
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Accepted?
Start event for loop
Estimate the total particle yield to determine the number of events
Start sampler routine
Set the seeds and make random number engines for the distributions
Compute the maximum mean number of hadrons in the freezeout cell
Sample the number of hadrons in the event
Sample the particle's type
Start rejection while loop
Draw a momentum sample and compute the weight
no
yes
Start freezeout cell for loop
Start hadron for loop
no
no
yes
no
End sampler routine
yes
yes
Finish loop?
Finish loop?
Finish loop?
Keep particle?
Add particle's type, position and momentum to the event list
yes
no
Figure 4: (Color online) The program flow chart of the particle sampler routine in iS3D.
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to determine the number of sampled events Nevent = Nsampled/Nyield
needed to accumulate the desired statistics of approximately Nsampled
particles from the switching hypersurface (Nsampled is a user input
parameter).
2. We call the sampler routine, initializing the seeds and random number
engines for each of the three distributions P (N) (36), Dn (38) and
Qn(p) (see Sec. 5.2).
3. We loop over the freezeout cells. For each freezeout cell, we evaluate
the position xµ, surface volume element d3σµ, hydrodynamic quanti-
ties (uµ, T , E , Peq, piµν , Π), and δfn coefficients; we skip over freezeout
cells with negative timelike volumes (i.e. u · d3σ < 0). Then, we con-
struct the hadron number and hadron species distributions P (N) and
Dn by computing the maximum number of each hadron species emit-
ted from the freezeout cell (43) or (46).
4. For a given freezeout cell, we loop over the events. For each event,
we sample the number of hadrons from the distribution P (N). It is
efficient to nest the event for-loop in this way because we only need
to access the freezeout cell information and compute the max hadron
number once.
5. For a given event, we loop over the sampled hadrons. For each hadron,
we sample its species from the distribution Dn. Next, we sample the
particle’s local-rest-frame momentum pLRF = (px, py, pz) from the dis-
tribution Qn(p) using the AR method. We keep the particle with
probability wkeep and, if accepted, we compute its lab frame momen-
tum from (see footnote 11)
pµ = Euµ + pxX
µ + pyY
µ + pzZ
µ (74)
and also set the particle’s lab frame position to that of the freezeout
cell. Finally, we append the particle to the list of particles sampled in
the event.
6. After the sampler routine is finished, we write the particle data list of
each event to file. This file follows the OSCAR format [38] to allow for
integration with hadronic afterburners such as URQMD and SMASH.
For the special case of a (2+1)-dimensional hydrodynamic switching sur-
face with longitudinal boost invariance (as used in the performance tests
presented in this document) the sampler routine is modified in two ways
[10]: First, we note that for boost-invariant switching surfaces, the sur-
face finder CORNELIUS [32] assumes by default a longitudinal extension
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of one unit of space-time rapidity, ∆ηs = 1. When computing the mean
number of hadrons according to Eq. (37) we multiply the midrapidity sur-
face volume element d2σi by a factor 2 ymax to obtain ∆ηs = 2 ymax (the
rapidity cutoff ymax is a parameter set by the user). Second, after sam-
pling the LRF momentum and accepting the particle, we compute its lab
frame momentum from Eq. (74). Expressing the Milne lab frame momen-
tum components as pτ = mT cosh(yp−ηs) and pη = (mT /τ) sinh(yp−ηs),
the particle’s momentum rapidity yp relative to its space-time rapidity ηs
is yp−ηs = tanh−1 (τpη/pτ ). We then generate a boost-invariant (i.e. con-
stant) distribution dNndyp over the range yp ∈ [−ymax, ymax] by sampling yp
uniformly within the interval [−ymax, ymax]. This also yields a space-time
rapidity distribution dNndηs after assigning the particle the space-time rapidity
ηs = yp − tanh−1
(
τpη
pτ
)
(75)
The resulting pair (yp, ηs) is attached to the accepted particle before it is
written to the particle data list for the event. For sufficiently large ymax, the
uniform sampling of yp, followed by the kinematic constraint (75), ensures
after event-averaging a constant (i.e. perfectly boost-invariant) and correctly
normalized mean yield dNndyp in the range yp ∈ [−ymax, ymax], combined with a
space-time rapidity distribution dNndηs that is approximately constant except
for edge effects localized near ηs = ± ymax.
6. Particle sampler performance
In this section we test the performance of our particle sampler by com-
paring the event-averaged particle space-time distributions and momentum
spectra to the positive-definite Cooper Frye formula (35) for the central and
non-central Pb-Pb collision systems described in Sec. 3. Our hadron reso-
nance gas consists of the NR = 444 hadron species that can be propagated in
SMASH [19]. For each hypersurface from the (2+1)-d hydrodynamic model
we multiply the volume by a factor 10 (by setting ymax = 5) and sample a to-
tal of approximately Nsampled ≈ 1011 particles. This corresponds to sampling
between five to ten million events, depending the kind of hypersurface and
choice for δfn. When testing the sampler, we bin the particles in position
and momentum grids during runtime to construct the sampled distributions,
rather than accumulating all of the sampled particle data for later process-
ing in a separate analysis. This avoids running into RAM limitations and
file I/O bottlenecks that result from generating so many particles.
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Figure 5: (Color online) The azimuthal and rapidity distributions of (pi+,K+, p) from the
2+1d central Pb-Pb collision with a ζ/S peak temperature of Tp = 180 MeV. The δfn
correction was set to zero (ideal). The bin widths used are ∆φs = ∆φp = 0.02pi and
∆yp = 0.1. Both the sampled (solid colored) and continuous (solid black) distributions
include the outflow correction Θ(p · d3σ) to the Cooper-Frye formula. The bottom panels
show the ratios between the sampled and continuous distributions.
6.1. Central Pb-Pb collision
In the first test, we sample the Cooper-Frye formula for the central Pb-
Pb collision with a (ζ/S)(T ) that peaks at a temperature Tp = 180 MeV.
We construct the discrete transverse momentum spectra (25) by binning
the sampled particles in a uniform pT -grid with width ∆pT = 0.03 GeV,
averaging over the events and rapidity. For the sampled temporal and radial
distributions (26, 27), we bin the particles in the same (τ, r)-grid as the
one used in Sec. 4. We have also verified that the event-averaged particle
distributions are azimuthally symmetric in position and momentum space
and are longitudinally boost-invariant, as shown in Figure 5.
6.1.1. The effect of particle outflow
In this subsection we study the effects of the outflow correction, imple-
mented by the function Θ(p · d3σ), on the space-time distributions and mo-
mentum spectra. For simplicity, and without loss of insight, we set δfn = 0
in this comparison.27 Fig. 6 shows the temporal and radial distributions
27We label space-time distributions and momentum spectra without any δfn correc-
tion as ideal, but this does not imply η/S and ζ/S are set to zero during the viscous
hydrodynamic simulation. We only turn off the δfn correction on the switching surface.
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Figure 6: (Color online) The temporal (top panels) and radial distributions (bottom
panels) of (pi+,K+, p) for the (2+1)-d central Pb-Pb collision with a ζ/S peak temperature
of Tp = 180 MeV. The δfn correction was set to zero (ideal). The sampled distributions
(solid colored) are generated without (a,b) or with (c) the outflow correction to the mean
hadron number. The continuous distributions (solid black) are computed without (a) or
with (b,c) the Θ(p · d3σ) function. The bottom subpanels show the ratios between the
sampled and continuous distributions for each of the comparisons.
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Figure 7: (Color online) The same comparisons as in Fig. 6 but for the azimuthally-
averaged transverse momentum spectra (25).
of (pi+,K+, p). In Fig. 6a,b we sample the particles without the outflow
correction to the mean hadron number (i.e. ∆Nn = (u · d3σ)neq,n).28 We
then compare the resulting sampled space-time distributions to the contin-
uous ones computed from the Cooper-Frye formula with and without the
Θ(p · d3σ) function. Clearly, the continuous method without the Θ(p · d3σ)
function also yields ∆Nn = (u · d3σ)neq,n for each freezeout cell. Thus, the
sampled and continuous distributions are in very good agreement for the
first case (Fig. 6a). In the second case (Fig. 6b), where this time we com-
pute the Cooper-Frye formula with the Θ(p · d3σ) function, the continuous
distribution is greater than the sampled one at early times and at large radii.
This is because in these space-time regions the hypersurface elements are
spacelike. The sampled and continuous distributions are only in agreement
for the upper part of the hypersurface in Fig. 1 (τ & 9 fm/c, r . 7 fm),
where the hypersurface elements are timelike and Θ(p · d3σ) = 1 has no
effect. For the third case (Fig. 6c) we sample particles from freezeout cells
28If the outflow effect on the particle yield is not included, we replace the freezeout cell
volume |d3σ| with (u · d3σ) in Eqs. (43) and (46). In additon, we move the flux weight
wdσ from wkeep(p) to the thermal weight wn(p).
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of maximum volume |d3σ| defined in Eq. (42), which reproduces the out-
flow correction to the particle yield after keeping particles with probability
wkeep. Correspondingly, the resulting sampled distribution is in excellent
agreement with the continuous distribution computed with the Θ(p · d3σ)
function.
In Fig. 7 we make the same comparisons for the transverse momentum
spectra. In Fig. 7a both the sampled and continuous spectra ignore the out-
flow effect on the mean number of hadrons emitted from the hypersurface;
thus, they have the same particle yields. However, sampling the momen-
tum must still be done with the Θ(p · d3σ) function; this gives preference to
the emission of softer particles over harder ones from the spacelike regions
of the hypersurface. As a result, the sampled spectra are softer than the
continuous spectra computed without the Θ(p · d3σ) function; the discrep-
ancy in the low pT region is as high as 10% for pions. This implies that
in this mode the particle sampler is not able to conserve energy and mo-
mentum, even if the sampled particle yield matches the one given by the
original Cooper-Frye Formula. For the second case (Fig. 7b) we compare
the sampled spectra without the outflow effect on the particle yield to the
continuous spectra computed with the Θ(p ·d3σ) function. The sampled and
continuous spectra now show better agreement in shape, but the sampled
spectra still underestimate the continuous particle yield by a few percent.
In the third case (Fig. 7c) both the sampled and continuous spectra include
the outflow correction to the particle yield. Now that the sampled and con-
tinuous methods are consistent with each other, we obtain nearly perfect
agreement between the spectra. We conclude that in order to conduct high
precision tests on the particle sampler one must include the outflow effect
on the mean hadron number in Eq. (37).
6.1.2. Small regulated viscous corrections
We now add both the regulated shear and bulk viscous corrections, along
with the outflow correction, to the sampled space-time and momentum dis-
tributions. Fig. 8 shows the temporal and radial distributions of (pi+,K+, p)
(color coded as seen in the figure) computed with each of the four δfn cor-
rections described in Sec. 2. Compared to the ideal space-time distributions
with the outflow correction (δfn = 0, gray lines), the particle production
computed with the 14-moment approximation, Chapman-Enskog expansion
and PTM distribution decreases for pions and kaons while it increases for
protons; this is mainly due to the form of their bulk viscous corrections. For
the PTB distribution, the renormalization factor zΠ grows with negative
bulk pressure, increasing the particle production of all species by the same
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Figure 8: (Color online) The sampled (solid blue (pi+), red (K+) and green (p)) and
continuous (solid black) temporal and radial distributions with both regulated shear and
bulk δfn corrections to the ideal (solid gray) distributions for a (2+1)-d central Pb-Pb
collision with a ζ/S peak temperature of Tp = 180 MeV. The space-time distributions
with an unregulated δfn correction (solid purple) are also shown. In each panel the lower
subpanel shows the ratio between the sampled and continuous distributions with regulated
viscous corrections.
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factor.
We also compare the regulated space-time distributions to the continu-
ous ones computed with an unregulated δfn correction (purple lines) (both
include the particle outflow effect). One sees that the regulated temporal
distributions of the 14-moment approximation and Chapman-Enskog ex-
pansion are greater than the unregulated ones at early times as a result of
enforcing positivity. This is primarily due to the large hydrodynamic gra-
dients of the fireball at early times, leading to the regulation of large bulk
viscous corrections.29 At later times, the bulk viscous pressure quickly dies
down because in this example it peaks far away from the switching tem-
perature Tsw = 150 MeV (see Fig. 1a). As a result, the regulated temporal
distributions start to converge to the unregulated ones. The regulated ra-
dial distributions are also slightly higher at around r ∼ 7.5 − 8 fm; this is
correlated to the regulation at early times. The modified equilibrium dis-
tributions are also regulated at early times (τ . 1.5 fm/c) since the viscous
corrections are so large that we need to switch to a linearized δfn correction,
which is regulated. Once we are able to transition to a modified equilibrium
distribution, the regulation effects vanish. Compared to the linearized δfn
corrections, the regulation has very little effect on the PTM and PTB space-
time distributions.
Finally, we compare the sampled space-time distributions to the reg-
ulated distributions. One sees that there is excellent convergence to the
continuous distributions (less than 0.5% error for all values of (τ, r)). One
also notices that the sampled-to-continuous ratios fluctuate slightly above
(or below) unity at late times and large radii. The reason for this slight
discrepancy is unclear; nevertheless a 0.05 - 0.1% error is more than satis-
factory.
Figure 9 shows the corresponding transverse momentum spectra for each
δfn method. In general, the bulk viscous pressure softens the slope of the
ideal spectra while the shear stress stress counteracts this by flattening it.
Here, the bulk viscous correction exceeds the shear correction, resulting
in an overall softening of the pT spectra. One notices that the sampled
spectra of the 14-moment approximation and Chapman-Enskog expansion
are regulated at large momentum (pT & 2 GeV for pions and kaons); this
is because the regulation limits the strength of the bulk viscous correction
at high pT . The regulation has virtually no effect on the modified spectra
29The shear viscous correction δfpi,n is also prone to regulation if the isotropic part of
distribution function feq,n + δfΠ,n is close to the regulation bounds.
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Figure 9: (Color online) The same comparisons as in Fig. 8 but for the azimuthally-
averaged transverse momentum spectra.
since the changes to the particle production in Fig. (8c-d) were negligible.
Once again, we find nearly perfect agreement between the sampled particle
spectra and the regulated continuous spectra. The sampled pion spectra,
however, slightly dips below the continuous spectra at low values of pT .
This effect is caused by finite bin widths. Since the pion spectra is strongly
concave at low pT , the average spectra over each of these pT bins is lower
than the midpoint value from Jensen’s inequality. One can eliminate this
effect simply by using narrower pT bins in this region.
6.1.3. Large regulated viscous corrections
In this subsection we sample the hypersurface from the central Pb-Pb
collision with a (ζ/S)(T ) that peaks at a temperature of Tp = 155 MeV (see
Fig. (1b)). In this scenario, the bulk viscous pressure peaks close to the
switching temperature Tsw = 150 MeV, resulting in a much larger bulk vis-
cous correction than in the preceding subsection. The nonlinear shear-bulk
coupling terms in the 2nd order viscous hydrodynamic equations then also
increases the magnitude of the shear stress correction. Figure 10 shows the
resulting space-time distributions. The effects of the linearized δfn regula-
tion on the particle production rates are much more significant and they have
a longer duration, especially for the pion and kaon production rates. For
the unregulated Chapman-Enskog δfn correction, the pion production rate
is even negative until about τ ≈ 4 fm/c. Unlike the previous subsection, the
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Figure 10: (Color online) The same as Fig. 8 but for the central Pb-Pb collision with a
peak temperature of Tp = 155 MeV for ζ/S.
regulation here increases the radial distributions of the linearized δfn cor-
rections for all radii since the bulk viscous corrections are large throughout
the entire hypersurface. These results are not so surprising since we expect
the linearized δfn approaches to break down when the viscous pressures are
large.
For the PTM and PTB distributions, the transition from a linearized
δfn correction to a modified equilibrium distribution is delayed until about
τ ≈ 4.25 − 4.5 fm/c. As a consequence, their particle production rates are
more strongly regulated than in the previous scenario; the radial distribu-
tions are also modified but only for r ∼ 7.5 − 9 fm. In the PTB case, the
regulated space-time distributions turn out to be lower than unregulated
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distributions.30 This is because the linearized δfn correction (23) strongly
softens the particle distributions at low momentum. Furthermore, the lin-
earized renormalization factor 1+δzΠ increases the overall magnitude of the
distribution function. As a result, the linearized PTB correction is regulated
mostly by the upper bound δfn ≤ feq,n in Eq. (40). We recall that this choice
for the upper bound, which was used to compute the maximum hadron num-
ber, is somewhat arbitrary.31 One could either raise this upper bound by
hand or replace it with a more explicit calculation of δfn,max [16]. However,
we will not pursue this here as the effects are only modest. As far as the
sampled space-time distributions are concerned, they are in excellent agree-
ment with the regulated space-time distributions – the lower subpanels in
Fig. 10 demonstrate that the particle sampler is sampling the particle yields
correctly. The unphysical features in the temporal distributions caused by
the sudden transition from modified equilibrium to linearized distributions
for the PTM and PTB options wherever the former break down illustrate
the conceptual issues arising from particlizing fluids with very large dissi-
pative flows. Whenever such features are observed the user should assess
the level of trust to be placed in the results based on physics considerations
rather than the sampler algorithm itself.
Figure 11 shows the momentum spectra for this hydrodynamic event.
One can see that the spectra of the 14-moment approximation are much
more strongly regulated at high pT than for the event studied in the pre-
ceding subsection. The unregulated pion and kaon spectra quickly become
negative due to the quadratic momentum dependence of the bulk viscous
correction. The Chapman-Enskog spectra are also strongly regulated, al-
though to a somewhat lesser degree since the strength of the bulk viscous
correction relative to the thermal distribution grows only linearly with mo-
mentum. Out of the four δfn corrections the PTM spectra are the least
affected by regulation although there are some modest regulation effects at
high pT resulting from a more frequent breakdown of the modified equilib-
rium distribution. The regulation has a greater effect on the PTB spectra
than the PTM spectra at high pT since the linearized δfn correction in this
case strongly softens the spectra.
Again, we see that the sampled particle spectra agree very well with
30Although small, this effect is also observed for protons at τ < 4−5 fm/c and r ∼ 7.5 fm
for the Chapman-Enskog and PTM distributions.
31It is partially motivated by the assumption that hydrodynamics is valid on the hyper-
surface, which implies that δfn should be smaller in magnitude than feq,n.
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Figure 11: (Color online) The same comparisons made in Figure 10 but for the
azimuthally-averaged transverse momentum spectra.
the regulated continuous spectra. Compared to Fig. 9 in the preceding
subsection, the sampling fluctuations are somewhat larger at high pT since
the large viscous corrections lead to fewer particles produced in this region.
6.2. Anisotropic flow in non-central Pb-Pb collision
Turning to non-central collisions, we test in this section the performance
of the iS3D sampler for the anisotropic flow coefficients v2(pT ) and v4(pT ).
Again, we first consider the case of small viscous corrections on the parti-
clization hypersurface (by tuning the peak of the specific bulk viscosity to
a safe distance from this surface), followed by a case of large bulk viscous
effects on the particlization surface.
6.2.1. Small regulated viscous corrections
Sampling particles from the non-central Pb-Pb collision with a peak
temperature of Tp = 180 MeV for ζ/S, we compare in Fig. 12 the sampled
v2(pT ) and v4(pT ) to those obtained by integrating the Cooper Frye formula
with positive-definite integrand, Eq. (35). For a given hadron species j the
event-averaged discrete anisotropic flow coefficients are computed using the
formula
vk(pT,j) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1∆Nj(pT )
∆Nj(pT )∑
n=1
exp (ikφp,n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (76)
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Figure 12: (Color online) The sampled (solid blue (pi+), red (K+), and green (p) his-
tograms) and continuous (solid black lines) differential v2,4(pT ) with regulated δfn cor-
rections to the ideal v2,4(pT ) (solid gray lines), for the 2+1d non-central Pb-Pb collision
with a peak temperature of Tp = 180 MeV for ζ/S. For better visibility the results for v2
and v4 for the three particle species are separated vertically by multiples of 0.05 and 0.01,
respectively. The v2,4(pT ) with unregulated δfn corrections (solid purple histograms) are
also shown. The corresponding lower panels show the difference between the sampled and
continuous v2,4(pT ) with regulated δfn corrections.
where ∆Nj(pT ) is the total number of particles of type j in the transverse
momentum bin [pT,j − 12∆pT , pT,j + 12∆pT ].32 The colored histograms in
32For the purpose of this test we simply sum over all particles sampled from all events,
with φp measured relative to the reaction plane defined by the beam and impact parameter
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Fig. 12 show the resulting sampled v2(pT ) and v4(pT ) for pions, kaons and
protons. The black solid lines show the exact numerical result from the con-
tinuous Cooper-Frye formula (28) with both regulated viscous and particle
outflow corrections whereas the gray solid lines (labeled ideal) use the local
equilibrium distribution (without viscous corrections) and outflow correc-
tion.
From earlier studies [36, 39] it is known that the observed suppression
of v2,4(pT ) relative to the ideal curves (i.e. δfn = 0) is mainly due to the
shear stress correction δfpi,n. However, the bulk viscous correction δfΠ,n is
also important since it tends to counteract this effect by somewhat increas-
ing v2,4(pT ) at higher pT [40, 41]. In the 14-moment approximation and
Chapman-Enskog expansion, the regulation limits the bulk viscous correc-
tions, causing the regulated elliptic flow v2(pT ) to fall at high pT , but the
regulation of the shear stress correction partially cancels this effect. In con-
trast, the regulation causes the quadrangular flow v4(pT ) to increase slightly
at high pT since it is more sensitive to the regulation of the shear stress cor-
rection than the bulk viscous correction. The PTM and PTB predictions
for v2,4(pT ) are not affected at all by the regulation since the transition to
a modified equilibrium distribution occurs very early and the few particles
produced before this time have not yet developed any anisotropic flow.
Overall, the sampled v2,4(pT ) are in very good agreement with the reg-
ulated continuous v2,4(pT ). The larger fluctuations of the sampled v2,4(pT )
in the low and high pT regions are of statistical nature since there are fewer
particles in these pT bins. In particular, with the numbers of particles sam-
pled for this test, the statistical fluctuations of the sampled quadrangular
flow v4(pT ) are of similar magnitude as its mean value which here is about an
order of magnitude smaller than the elliptic flow v2(pT ), due to the smooth
geometric hydrodynamic profile studied in this work. This illustrates the in-
creasing statistical demands associated with measurements of higher-order
anisotropic flow coefficients from sampled particle distributions.
6.2.2. Large regulated viscous corrections
Figure 13 shows what happens when the bulk viscous correction effects
on the particlization surface are increased by moving the peak of ζ/S to
Tp = 155 MeV, i.e. closer to the particlization temperature of 150 MeV.
Clearly the bulk viscous corrections now have a considerably stronger impact
directions, rather than following the experimental procedure of measuring for each event
φp relative to the event plane, estimated from the pT -integrated directed or elliptic flow
of all charged hadrons.
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Figure 13: (Color online) Same as Fig. 12 but for the non-central Pb-Pb collision with a
peak temperature of Tp = 155 MeV for ζ/S.
on the v2,4(pT ) than in the preceding subsection. Nevertheless, we again find
excellent agreement between the sampled and continuous regulated elliptic
and quadrangalar flows v2,4(pT ). At high pT the statistical fluctuations
are considerably larger than in the preceding subsection, as a result of the
stronger softening of the spectra by the larger bulk viscous pressure effects.
Obviously, this could be addressed by sampling more events, at a numerical
cost.
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Figure 14: (Color online) Typical time needed to sample a fixed number of particles (a)
or events (b) from a longitudinally boost-invariant (2+1)-d hypersurface. In panel (a), we
average the time over both the central and non-central collisions and δfn corrections. In
panel (b), we take the average over the central collisions and δfn corrections.
6.3. Benchmarks
We close this section by presenting benchmarks for the time needed to
sample different numbers of particles or events from the boost-invariant
(2+1)-dimensional hypersurfaces used for the tests presented in this paper.
For these benchmark tests the sampling routine was executed on a single-core
Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 CPU with the G++ compiler and −03 optimization.
Figure 14a shows the average times needed to sampleNsampled = 10
8, 109,
1010 and 1011 particles from a given hydrodynamic hypersurface. The largest
of these samples took about 74 hours to generate; this is the sample used for
the comparison tests presented earlier in this Section. Such large samples
are only needed for precision tests of the sampler; for real applications, it is
not practical to sample millions of events from each individual hypersurface.
Instead, realistic model-to-data comparisons must generate particles from a
sufficiently large number of hydrodynamic events with fluctuating initial
conditions, to properly sample the unavoidable initial-state quantum fluctu-
ations. In practice, one typically samples around a thousand particlization
events per hydrodynamic simulation. If one is only interested in experimen-
tal observables in the mid-rapidity region, one may use a smaller rapidity
window as well. For the benchmark test shown in Fig. 14b we set ymax = 3.
The figure shows the average time to sample Nevent = 100, 500, 1000 and
5000 events for central Pb-Pb collision surfaces; the typical time needed to
sample 1000 events and write the particle lists to file is about 90s.
While sampling the (2+1)-d hypersurfaces is quite fast, it will take
somewhat longer to sample (3+1)-d hypersurfaces without boost-invariance
because in that case the Poisson distributions for the number of particles
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emitted from freeze-out cells at different space-time rapidities must now be
sampled independently. It may be possible to accelerate the particle sam-
pler by parallelizing the freezeout cells, just like we did for the continuous
Cooper-Frye formula. However, this would require restructuring the sam-
pling algorithm, which has been designed to run efficiently on a single-core
CPU. We leave this development to future work.
7. Summary and Outlook
In this work we have documented the performance of a particlization
module that is capable of sampling particles from the Cooper-Frye formula
with several different forms of the dissipative correction δfn to the distri-
bution function on the particlization hypersurface. This code provides the
community with extended abilities for exploring the bulk and shear vis-
cous effects on experimental observables in a realistic setting where finite
numbers of particles are Monte-Carlo sampled from fluctuating heavy-ion
collision events, instead of computing smooth averages from the Cooper-
Frye integral (corresponding to infinite sampling statistics). This provides
necessary access to studying the model sensitivity of dissipative effects at
particlization on event-by-event fluctuating experimental observables.
The quantitative precision and reliability of our particle sampler has been
demonstrated with a number of tests using two typical hydrodynamic event
surfaces from (2+1)-dimensional relativistic dissipative fluid dynamical sim-
ulations with longitudinal boost-invariance, one for central and one for non-
central collisions. The simplifying assumption of boost-invariance has no
influence on the precision of the sampler but slightly decreases the time
needed to generate the desired event or particle statistics. The iS3D code
itself works equally well for particlization surfaces without boost-invariance.
It is also designed for hydrodynamic codes that propagate net baryon num-
ber and baryon diffusion current. However, these additional features, while
implemented, have not yet been tested. Corresponding tests will be per-
formed and reported in future work.
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Appendix A Coefficients of the viscous corrections
Here we list the coefficients of the four δfn corrections in this paper. For
a more detailed derivation of these coefficients see Ref. [11]. The iS3D code
can generate the δfn coefficients for a given hadron resonance gas. In this
paper, we compute the δfn coefficients with the hadron species included in
SMASH [19] but this resonance table can be swapped out for the one used
in URQMD [18] or for any other such table.
A.1 14-moment approximation
The coefficients of the 14-moment approximation (8) are
AT =
P
A21P +N31Q+ J41R , (77a)
AB =
Q
A21P +N31Q+ J41R , (77b)
AE =
R
A21P +N31Q+ J41R , (77c)
AV =
J41
N 231 −M21J41
, (77d)
AQ = − N31N 231 −M21J41
, (77e)
Api =
1
2 (E+Peq)T 2 , (77f)
where E is the energy density, Peq is the equilibrium pressure and
P =N 230 − J40M20 , (78a)
Q =B10J40−A20N30 , (78b)
R =A20M20 − B10N30 . (78c)
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The thermodynamic integrals Jrq, Nrq, Mrq, Arq and Brq are defined as
Jrq = 1
(2q+1)!!
∑
n
∫
p
(u · p)r−2q(−p ·∆ · p)q feq,nf¯eq,n , (79a)
Nrq = 1
(2q+1)!!
∑
n
bn
∫
p
(u · p)r−2q(−p ·∆ · p)q feq,nf¯eq,n , (79b)
Mrq = 1
(2q+1)!!
∑
n
b2n
∫
p
(u · p)r−2q(−p ·∆ · p)q feq,nf¯eq,n , (79c)
Arq = 1
(2q+1)!!
∑
n
m2n
∫
p
(u · p)r−2q(−p ·∆ · p)q feq,nf¯eq,n , (79d)
Brq = 1
(2q+1)!!
∑
n
bnm
2
n
∫
p
(u · p)r−2q(−p ·∆ · p)q feq,nf¯eq,n . (79e)
A.2 Chapman-Enskog expansion
The coefficients of the Chapman Enskog expansion (14) are
G = T
(
(E+Peq)N20 − nBJ30
J30M10 −N 220
)
, (80a)
F = T 2
(
nBN20 − (E+Peq)M10
J30M10 −N 220
)
, (80b)
βΠ = GnBT + F (E+Peq)
T
+
5J32
3T
, (80c)
βV =M11 − n
2
BT
E+Peq , (80d)
βpi =
J32
T
, (80e)
where nB is the net baryon density. One notes that the PTM distribution
uses the same coefficients to modify the local-equilibrium distribution.
A.3 Pratt-Torrieri-Bernhard distribution
The parameters zΠ and λΠ are computed from the formula
ZΠ = EL20 , (81a)
Π = ZΠL21 − Peq , (81b)
where Lrq is defined as
Lrq = 1
(2q + 1)!!
∑
n
∫
p
(u · p)r−2q(−p ·∆ · p)q fλ,n , (82)
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with
fλ,n =
gn
(1 + λΠ)3
[
exp
(
1
T
√
m2n −
p ·∆ · p
(1+λΠ)2
)
+ Θn
]−1
. (83)
For a given value of λΠ, one can compute the corresponding outputs for ZΠ
and Π to tabulate the parameters as a function of Π. In the limit of small
bulk pressure the parameters linearize to
1 + δZΠ = 1− 3ΠPeq
5βpiE − 3Peq(E+Peq) , (84a)
δλΠ =
ΠE
5βpiE − 3Peq(E+Peq) . (84b)
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